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Sample questions

1. Museums

exist to…

2. People     

should see 

the Museum 

as a…

3. You’ll get…

5. We offer…4. We believe 

that…



4,500 Post-Its > 400 Key Statements
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Plotting current perceptions



Plotting current perceptions – vs – future desire
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Detailed pen portraits for brand insight



Plotting engagement drivers for Culture Segments



Key target Culture Segments
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Brand positioning



Brand positioning

“It [examples of Co-Create and Empower] makes it current and relevant.”

“We’re very much in a now culture aren’t we?” 

“It [Co-Create and Empower] kind of grounds it [the Museum] a little bit

more. Like you can see how it’s related to you, rather than just having these

objects that are so far removed from anything that affects you in any way.” 

“A lot of the perception of the museum is this old stuff.

Getting things that have recently happened is great.” 

RELEVANCE



Brand positioning

“Being able to tell both sides of the stories. Letting people make their own

mind up and like having five different people come out of the museum

and have five different opinions. I think that’s better than just having one

thing forced on everyone.” 

“It gives people the opportunity to make up their own mind, instead of

being fed stuff via the media.” 

“Yeah I guess you want something that’s factual, but you

don’t want the media’s influence” 

CREDIBILITY



Our recommendation for Western Australian Museum
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